ELEVATOR DETAILS

1-HR CMU SHAFT WALL
U.L. NO. U905

7'-1"
8"  5'-9"
8"
6'-10" 1/2"
8"
5'-6" 1/2"
8"
4"
5'-0" 1/2"

NOTE:
SEE SHEETS E-1 AND E-2 FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.

48" x 54"
CAB
SWING DOOR:  3068 U.L. LISTED 60 MIN. DOOR AND FRAME W/ U.L. LISTED LEVER PASSAGE SET, CLOSER AND DOOR INTERLOCK SYSTEM

NOTE:
SEE SHEET S-1 FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.

NOTE:
SEE SHEET S-2 FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.

NOTE:
SEE SHEET S-3 FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.

NOTE:
SEE SHEET S-4 FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.

1-HR CMU SHAFT WALL
U.L. NO. U905

3-5/8" GALV. METAL STUDS @ 16" O.C.
W/ 1-LAYER 5/8" DRW EA. SIDE TO UNDERSIDE OF STRUCTURE ABOVE 36" MIN. WORK SPACE

CAP.: 1400# 1400#

NOTE:
H.C. ACCESSIBILITY SHALL COMPLY W/ 2012 FLORIDA ACCESSIBILITY CODE, SECT. 408.

1-HR CMU SHAFT WALL
U.L. NO. U905 - SHAFT TERMINATES @ UNDERSIDE OF DECK - METAL ROOF DECK CARRIES THROUGH OVER ELEVATOR SHAFT

VERT. EMBED FOR W14x90 @ FACE OF CMU BLOCK
W14x90 VERTICAL EMBED FOR W14x90 @ FACE OF CMU BLOCK

OPEN FOR ELEVATOR

TB16 TB16 LB8 TB17

TB17 24K6 ROOF JOIST JOIST POCKET & EMBED 24K6 ROOF JOIST JOIST POCKET & EMBED

COMPLIANCE STATEMENT:
H.C. ACCESSIBILITY SHALL COMPLY W/ 2012 FLORIDA ACCESSIBILITY CODE, SECT. 408.